
 
Spa Facials - Superfood for your skin

For a clean, fresh and healthy skin!
It all starts with how and with which product you cleanse your delicate skin

My choice for you is Repechage Ltd. Made in the US after European standards

https://www.repechage.com/

Found in the best Spas and resorts worldwide!

All facials are geared toward the most relaxing experience for the whole you!

Homecare is strongly recommended for a lasting result on a daily basis.

Enjoy a relaxing shoulder and arm massage with all facials

The use of LED light radio frequency and three more modalities can be applied

The sonic spatula can be applied for deep pore cleansing

The KANSA wand can be applied/ to come in summer 2023

The cooling silver ball massage can be applied for the Red- Out facial

The Ionto massage can be applied on the Laminaria Digitata Face Mask

Always feel the Ocean spray of the sea/Algo mist spray

Always feel the "essential oil of seaweed" lip drops and eye care

Always experience the seawater pre saturated eye rescue pads on your eyes nutrient rich Seaweed, Cucumber, Aloe, Caffeine, and a potent, antioxidant rich Yerba Matte and Green Tea and Rooibos blend to help eyes look and feel refreshed.

~ Time to take care of yourself ~

Vita Cura Gold → $128  * Firm and Lift with freshly whipped Spirulina

Our premier facial which includes Laminaria Digitata & Vit.B3 for a much tighter looking skin

Featuring two forms of Hyaluronic Acid, the Vita Cura® B3 Elixir Complex restores essential moisture
deep within the surface layers of the skin while helping reduce the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles.

Book: (410) 558-1185  leave a message with desired dates and times

http://www.repechage.com


 

Deluxe 4 Layer Facial → $138  * The Award Winner!

*Deluxe 10 Step Facial $ 148 with extractions and a special pre treatment masks

our premier facial rated by the Cosmopolitan Magazine as the "THE best facial of the Century". Layer
upon layer of pure and fresh seaweed rejuvenates, tones and helps firm your skin dramatically.  Seaweed
filtrate, three massages for relaxation, better blood circulation and two freshly wipped masks gives you an
impressive healthy looking skin. Incl. lip and eye care treatment. BUY three for $350

Book: (410) 558-1185 leave a message with desired dates and times 

Vita Cura 5 Facial → $138  *

"Botox without the needle"' how Lydia Sarfati calls the treatment she developed. It firms the skin and you see the results
right away. Excellent for all who want to rejuvenate their skin for a healthy and fresh look. Includes the
enzym peel, no steam! Incl. lip and eye care treatment.

Buy three and get three 15min. back massages with aromatic oils complimentary. Value of $97

Book: (410) 558-1185 leave a message with desired dates and times

PURE Purifying Facial →  $118 *

Deep pore cleansing for the oily and easily clogged skin due to an overproduction of Sebum. The 
Repêchage Hydra Refine Clarifying Mask deeply cleans, absorbs oil without drying, and exfoliates with
tiny spheres of rice bran wax and lactic acid. Contains oil controlling seaweed, astringent lemongrass,
fresh cooling cucumber, and Farnesol, a blemish fighting active ingredient from lily of the valley. Leaves 
your skin clean and fresh!

Book: (410) 558-1185 leave a message with desired dates and times 

"RED out" Facial  A Sea Of Calm→ $128 *

While sensitive skin can appear red and irritated, this skin type can also appear excessively dry or even
broken out. Calm your sensitive skin with proven ingredients to soothe and nourish.

A Sea of Calm...to meet the special needs of sensitive skin, Repêchage® research has responded with
superior formulations specifically designed to neutralize the hyper-reactivity of sensitive skin. Whether
the skin has been compromised by over-exfoliation, sun damage, or other free radical damage, it requires
soothing, calming repair and protection.



A super formula infused with fresh Seaweed and Olive leaf extracts help smooth, and calm while it
restores a youthful appearance to the skin. Helps lessen the appearance of skin irritation caused by travel,
climate changes, sun exposure and pollution. Essential vitamins and proteins. Improves the look of skin.

Every step of the facial is a uni-dose preparation only opened and used at the time of the application.

Get your follow up Facials of three  each $108 total of $324 and a product complimentary

Book: (410) 558-1185 leave a message with desired dates and times 

Cloud 9- Bliss Facial→ from $98 buy 10 treatments for a year = $798

No Brainer Facial! Refreshes your skin and decolletage in an instant.

Cleanse - Tone - Massage - Mask - Moisturizer

Book: (410) 558-1185 leave a message with desired dates and times 

Hydra Dew Facial → from $128 

Skin that appears coarse, tight and dull in color with fine lines needs seaweed-based
skin care to provide the most complete moisture and nutrition.
~ Your skin feels dehydrated and thirsty? ~

Your skin will be luminescent, toned and feel renewed. Formulated with natural Mastic Water from the
Aegean Island of Chios, Camellia Japonica Seed Oil, Repêchage®’s exclusive sustainably-harvested
Seaweed extract, and other beneficial botanical ingredients, this 60 minute facial will help moisturize and
restore the appearance of dry, compromised skin.

Creates dewy and radiant skin. 100%- hydration and protection in one.

Book: (410) 558-1185 leave a message with desired dates and times 

Get your follow up Facials of three  each $108 total of $324 and a product complimentary

Biolight Facial →  $135

~ Gently Exfoliating AHA’s + Moisturizing Seaweed Filtrate + Deep Cleansing Clay = LUMINOUS Skin~

Hyper-pigmentation can be caused by sun damage, hormones and post-acne scars, creating dark spots and
uneven skin. Exfoliate and brighten with marine-derived ingredients.

Lightly fragranced with a soothing scent, this luscious, soft, pearlescent soufflé crème mask diminishes



the appearance of age spots and hyperpigmentation. Incl. lip and eye mask.

Book: (410) 558-1185 leave a message with desired dates and times 

Get your follow up Facials of three  each $108 total of $324 and a product complimentary

Hydra Medic → $140

~ You have acneic skin? ~ Deep cleansing

This is the solution for even the worst acne. Instant relief! Recommended: 8 for a BEST PRICE $898

This is an in- depth treatment! Schedule 4 within 4month  for $480

Book: (410) 558-1185  leave a message with desired dates and times 

Get your follow up Facials of three  each $120 total of $360 and a product complimentary

 

Our Booking & Cancellation Policies

“Weekends” include Fri-Sun. “Weekdays” include Mon-Thurs.

Bookings

Your appointment time given is intended as your “arrival time.” Your service will begin after a brief
consultation and will include the full stated contact time for the service (e.g., 60-min, 70-min, etc.). We
will also allow you time after the massage to relax briefly!

Cancellations

Cancellations with less than 24 hours of notice on WEEKDAYS, and less than 48 hours of notice on
WEEKENDS, are subject to a cancellation fee amounting to 80% of the cost of the scheduled service.
Guests who miss their appointments without giving any prior notification will be charged in full (100%)
of their scheduled service.



We recognize the time of our clients and staff is valuable. When you miss an appointment with us, we not
only lose your business, but also the potential business of other clients who could have scheduled an
appointment for the same time. Additionally, many times our staff function in an "on call" status and
travel to the Spa specifically for your service. For these reasons we are obligated to compensate our staff
for their time as well as cover lost revenue.

 When you schedule your appointment with us, you are agreeing to these policies. All weekend services,
or bookings with less than 24 hours notice, require a credit card to guarantee a reservation. You will not
be billed until the completion of service, or if there is a cancellation/no-show. Payment will still be
required on the day of service.
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